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NONSTANDARD E´TALE COHOMOLOGY
LARS BRU¨NJES, CHRISTIAN SERPE´
Abstract. A lot of good properties of e´tale cohomology only hold for torsion coefficients. We use “en-
largement of categories” as developed in [BS] to define a cohomology theory that inherits the important
properties of e´tale cohomology while allowing greater flexibility with the coefficients. In particular, choos-
ing coefficients ∗Z/P ∗Z (for P an infinite prime and ∗Z the enlargement of Z) gives a Weil cohomology,
and choosing ∗Z/lh∗Z (for l a finite prime and h an infinite number) allows comparison with ordinary
l-adic cohomology. More generally, for every N ∈ ∗Z, we get a category of ∗Z/N∗Z–constructible sheaves
with good properties.
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1. Introduction
E´tale cohomology is among the most important tools of modern algebraic and arithmetic geometry,
and one of the main reasons for its importance is the fact that e´tale cohomology allows us to construct
a “good” cohomology theory with coefficients in a field of characteristic zero for varieties over fields of
arbitrary characteristic — the l-adic cohomology.
But even though e´tale cohomology is defined for coefficients in arbitrary e´tale sheaves, we only get
good properties (like proper or smooth base change, finiteness theorems or Poincare´ duality), if we restrict
ourselves to torsion sheaves; often it is even necessary to only consider constructible sheaves or — more
restrictive still — (locally) constant constructible sheaves.
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Therefore, in order to define l-adic cohomology of a varietyX , we can not simply take e´tale cohomology
of X with coefficients in the constant sheaf Ql (which is not torsion), but have to take lim←−
Hi(X,Z/ln)⊗Zl
Ql instead.
As a consequence, l-adic cohomology is not in general a derived functor, and not all properties of e´tale
cohomology carry over to l-adic cohomology.
For example, if X is a variety over a field k, if ks is a separable closure of k, and if F is an e´tale sheaf on
X , then we have the Hochschild-Serre spectral sequence Hp(Gal(ks/k), H
q(X ⊗k ks,F))⇒ Hp+q(X,F),
but we do not in general have such a spectral sequence when we consider l-adic cohomology instead.
Using an “honest” derived functor can overcome these disadvantages, as was for example demonstrated
by Jannsen who introduced continuous e´tale cohomology in [Jan88] and showed that it coincides with
l-adic cohomology for projective varieties over separably closed fields.
In this paper, we use the theory of “enlargement of categories” as developed in [BS] to define *e´tale
cohomology, as the enlargement of ordinary e´tale cohomology (by results from [BS], *e´tale cohomology is
then in particular a derived functor); this allows us to choose coefficients in arbitrary *e´tale sheaves.
By the transfer principle, the good properties of e´tale cohomology for torsion sheaves, constructible
and (locally) constant constructible sheaves carry over to analogous properties of *e´tale cohomology for
*torsion sheaves, *constructible and (locally) constant *constructible sheaves.
An example of a constant *constructible sheaf is the *sheaf associated to FP :=
∗Z/P ∗Z for an infinite
prime P . Internally, FP is a *finite field, but externally, FP is a field of characteristic zero. Therefore *e´tale
cohomology with coefficients in FP is a cohomology theory with coefficients in a field of characteristic
zero (it is in fact a Weil cohomology) which has all the good properties of e´tale cohomology with torsion
coefficients — including, for example, a Hochschild-Serre spectral sequence Hp(∗Gal(ks/k), H
q(X ⊗k
ks,FP ))⇒ Hp+q(X,FP ) in the situation described above.
This cohomology with coefficients in FP is closely related to the one constructed by Tomasˇic´ ([Tom04])
using ultrafilters (for a similar construction also compare Serre [Ser94]), and the proof that it is indeed
a Weil cohomology is the same as Tomasˇic´’s proof. But while Tomasˇic´’s approach is more direct, ours
has the advantage of giving greater flexibility in the choice of coefficients and of producing corresponding
categories of *e´tale sheaves as well.
The *sheaf associated to ∗Z/lh∗Z for an ordinary prime l and an infinite natural number h is another
example of a constant *constructible sheaf. Here the natural projections ∗Z/lh∗Z → ∗Z/ln∗Z ∼= Z/lnZ
often allow us to compare *e´tale cohomology with coefficients in ∗Z/lh∗Z to ordinary l-adic cohomology,
and we get a close correspondence between *constructible ∗Z/lh∗Z–sheaves and l-adic sheaves.
So while inheriting all the good properties of e´tale cohomology, we gain much greater flexibility con-
cerning suitable coefficients when using *e´tale cohomology.
In addition to that, *e´tale cohomology is not only defined for ordinary schemes, but for *schemes
as well, and even though we will not explore that alley in the present paper, it seems to open a lot of
promising possibilities.
The plan of the paper is as follows: In the second chapter, we define the relevant categories of schemes
and e´tale sheaves and their enlargements, and we define *e´tale cohomology and *e´tale cohomology with
compact support as the enlargement of ordinary e´tale cohomology respectively e´tale cohomology with
compact support. We show that the usual properties hold in the nonstandard setup as well; in particular
we get the familiar Leray spectral sequence.
In the third chapter, we specialize to the case of varieties over a field. We define geometric and
arithmetic *e´tale cohomology, we show that we have a Hochschild-Serre spectral sequence as mentioned
above, prove Poincare´ duality for *e´tale cohomology as well as the existence of a cycle map, and then
formulate a meta-theorem about the transfer of properties from ordinary e´tale cohomology to *e´tale
cohomology. Further we prove that if we take *e´tale cohomology with coefficients in the constant *sheaf
∗Z/P ∗Z, the resulting cohomology groups are finite (and not just *finite), and we see that we get a Weil
cohomology in that way.
In the fourth chapter, we specialize even further to the case of smooth projective varieties over C. We
show that *e´tale cohomology with coefficients in a *finite constant sheaf M is then nothing else than
ordinary singular cohomology with coefficients in M .
In the fifth chapter, we investigate the connection between l-adic sheaves and *constructible ∗Z/lh–
sheaves, and we prove a comparison theorem between geometric *e´tale cohomology and geometric l-adic
cohomology.
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In the appendix, we recall the most important definitions from the theory of enlargements and en-
largements of categories.
We thank Niko Naumann and Christopher Deninger for helpful discussions.
2. Enlargement of schemes and e´tale sheaves
In the first part of this chapter we introduce the relevant categories of schemes and their enlargements.
For the applications we have in mind in this paper, it is not strictly necessary to enlarge the category
of schemes as well, but for us it seems most natural to view the situation in this full generality. In the
second part we consider two classes of fibrations: One is e´tale sheaves over schemes, the other one is
e´tale sheaves over finite rings (which will be most relevant for the following chapters). The study of their
enlargements will enable us to define nonstandard cohomology and prove its elementary properties in the
third part of this chapter. Finally, in the last part, we define nonstandard cohomology with compact
support.
Most parts of this chapter are an easy application of [BS] where the authors developed a general theory
of enlargement of categories.
2.1. Enlargement of schemes.
Let S be a noetherian scheme. By Sch/S we denote the category of schemes over S which are separated
and of finite type over S. The category Sch/S is small. We choose a superstructure Sˆ such that the
category Sch/S is Sˆ–small. Let ∗ : Sˆ → ∗̂S be an enlargement. Now we want to apply the enlargement
of categories which has been constructed and whose properties have been studied in [BS].
We call the objects of the category ∗Sch/S nonstandard schemes or *schemes over ∗S. The objects
in this category are not schemes, but can be thought of as some kind of limit of schemes. The category
∗Sch/S has the same formal properties as Sch/S. For example, by [BS, ??] the category ∗Sch/S has a
final object and fibred products. We have the canonical faithful functor
∗ : Sch/S → ∗Sch/S,
and we call the objects in the image of this functor standard schemes.
Let P be a property that a morphism of schemes can have. We assume that the identities are in P
and that P is closed under composition. Then by (Sch/S)P we denote the subcategory of Sch/S which
has the same objects as Sch/S but only those morphisms that have the property P . Then ∗(Sch/S)P is
a subcategory of ∗(Sch/S), and we say that a morphism in ∗(Sch/S) has the property P if the morphism
lies in the subcategory ∗(Sch/S)P . We have the commutative diagram
(Sch/S)P
  //
 _

(Sch/S)
 _

∗(Sch/S)P
  // ∗(Sch/S)
and a morphism f in Sch/S has property P iff ∗f has property P in ∗(Sch/S).
2.1. Example. In Sch/S we have the properties of being an open immersion, of being proper and of being
a compactifiable morphism. Here we say that a morphism f : X → Y in (Sch/S) is compactifiable if
there is another scheme X¯ ∈ (Sch/S), an open immersion i : X →֒ X¯ , and a proper morphism f¯ : X¯ → Y
such that f = f¯ ◦ i. By the transfer principle it then follows that a morphism f : X → Y in ∗(Sch/S) is
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compactifiable if and only if there is a scheme X¯ ∈ ∗(Sch/S), an open immersion i : X →֒ X¯ in ∗(Sch/S),
and a proper morphism p : X¯ → X in ∗(Sch/S) such that f = f¯ ◦ i holds. We denote the category of
compactifiable morphisms by (Sch/S)compac..
2.2. Enlargement of e´tale sheaves.
For a scheme X ∈ Sch/S we denote the small e´tale site of X by Et(X). We choose once and for all
an universe U in such a way that for all X ∈ Sch/S the category
PreShv(Et(X)) := PreShv(Et(X), U − Sets) := Funct ((Et(X))op, U − Sets)
contains all representable presheaves. For all X ∈ Sch/S we denote by
PreShvAb (Et(X)) := PreShv(Et(X), U −Ab) := Funct ((Et(X))op, U −Ab)
the category of abelian group objects in PreShv(Et(X)). This is again a small category. We further
denote by
ShvAbet (X) ⊂ PreShv
Ab (Et(X))
the full subcategory of abelian sheaves in the e´tale topology. We denote by FibShvAb
et
the following
category. The objects are pairs (X,F) with X ∈ Sch/S and F ∈ ShvAbet (X). A morphism from (X,F)
to (Y,G) in FibShvAb
et
is a pair (f, ϕ), where f : X → Y is a morphism of schemes in (Sch/S), and
ϕ : f∗G → F is a morphism in ShvAbet (X). The obvious functor
p : FibShvAb
et
→ (Sch/S)
which maps a pair (X,F) to X and a morphism (f, ϕ) : (X,F) → (Y,G) to f : X → Y is an abelian
fibration.
2.2. Remark. The fiber FibShvAb
et
(X) of p in X is just ShvAbet (X)
op
.
For all objects X,Y ∈ Sch/S and all morphisms f : X → Y there is a right adjoint functor f∗ :
ShvAbet (X) → Shv
Ab
et (Y ) of f
∗ and therefore p : FibShvAb
et
→ (Sch/S) is also a cofibration. The category
FibShvAb
et
is again small. All categories of sheaves which we will consider are more or less subcategories of
FibShvAb
et
and therefore also small, and we will not comment on this anymore. For a scheme X ∈ Sch/S,
we denote by Constret (X) the category of constructible sheaves on X (an abelian e´tale sheaf F is in
Constret (X) if and only if X can be written as a finite union of locally closed subschemes Y ⊆ X such
that F|Y is finite and locally constant). As above we get an abelian fibration of categories
FibConstret → (Sch/S).
In the same way we get the fibration of categories
FibLocConstet → (Sch/S)
of locally constant constructible e´tale sheaves. We get the following full subcategories of fibrations:
FibLocConstet
  //
''O
OO
OO
OO
OO
OO
O
FibConstret
  //

FibShvAb
et
xxqq
qq
qq
qq
qq
Sch/S
Now we want to introduce the second family of fibrations. For that we denote by FinRings the category
of finite commutative rings. For each X ∈ Sch/S and for each finite Ring R ∈ FinRings we have the
category ModConstrAbet (X,R) of constructible e´tale sheaves of R–modules. This again gives an abelian
fibration
ModConstret(X)→ (FinRings)
op.
Objects in ModConstret(X) are pairs (F , R) where F is a constructible e´tale sheaf of R–modules on X .
A morphism of two such pairs is a pair (f, ϕ) : (F , R) → (G, S), where ϕ : S → R is a morphism of
commutative rings and f : G ⊗S R → F is an R–morphism of e´tale sheaves. Because the functor ⊗R S
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has a right adjoint, the functor ModConstret(X)→ (FinRings)op is again a bifibration. In the same way
we get an abelian bifibration
ModShvet(X)→ (FinRings)
op
where we restrict ourselves not only to constructible sheaves.
2.3. Remark. More generally one can show that there is a bifibration
ModConstret → (Sch/S)× (FinRings)
op
such that the fibre of (X,R) for an S–scheme X and a finite commutative ring R is just the category
(ModConstrAbet (X,R))
op.
Now we want to enlarge these abelian fibrations. For that we assume that our superstructure has been
chosen in such a way that all occurring categories are Sˆ–small. By [BS, ??] the enlargement of an abelian
fibration is again an abelian fibration. So we get the abelian fibrations:
∗FibShvAb
et
→ ∗(Sch/S)
∗FibLocConstet →
∗(Sch/S)
∗FibConstret →
∗(Sch/S)
and
∗FibLocConstet
  //
''P
PP
PP
PP
PP
PP
P
∗FibConstret
  //

∗FibShvAb
et
wwpp
pp
pp
pp
pp
p
∗Sch/S
For all X ∈ ∗(Sch/S) we set
∗ShvAbet (X) := (
∗FibShvAb
et
(X))op
∗LocConstet (X) := (
∗FibLocConstet(X))
op
∗Constret (X) := (
∗FibConstret(X))
op.
It follows further that ∗p : ∗FibShvAb
et
→ ∗(Sch/S) is also a cofibration. In particular this means that for
all X,Y ∈ ∗(Sch/S) and all morphisms f ∈ Hom∗(Sch/S)(X,Y ) we have pull backs
f∗ : ∗ShvAbet (Y )→
∗ShvAbet (X),
f∗ : ∗LocConstet (Y )→
∗LocConstet (X),
f∗ : ∗Constret (Y )→
∗Constret (X),
and a push forward
f∗ :
∗ShvAbet (X)→
∗ShvAbet (Y )
which is right adjoint to f∗. We get
2.4. Proposition. For each nonstandard scheme X ∈ ∗Sch/S, the three categories ∗LocConstet (X),
∗Constret (X) and
∗ShvAbet (X) are abelian categories, and for each X ∈ Sch/S we have
• ∗ShvAbet (
∗X) = ∗(ShvAbet (X))
• ∗LocConstet (∗X) = ∗(LocConstet (X))
• ∗Constret (∗X) = ∗(Constret (X)).
Furthermore, for each X ∈ ∗Sch/S, the abelian category ∗ShvAbet (X) has enough injective objects.
Proof. This follows from [BS, ??] and [BS, ??]. q.e.d.
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2.5. Proposition. We have canonical functors
∗ : FibShvAb
et
→ ∗FibShvAb
et
∗ : FibLocConstet →
∗FibLocConstet
∗ : FibConstret →
∗FibConstret
such that the following diagrams are commutative:
FibShvAb
et
∗ //

∗FibShvAb
et

Sch/S
∗ // ∗Sch/S
FibLocConstet
∗ //

∗FibLocConstet

Sch/S
∗ // ∗Sch/S
FibConstret
∗ //

∗FibConstret

Sch/S
∗ // ∗Sch/S
If for an X ∈ Sch/S we identify the category ∗ShvAbet (
∗X) with ∗(ShvAbet (X)) by means of proposition 2.4,
then the above functors become the usual functors ∗ : ShvAbet (X)→
∗(ShvAbet (X)), ∗ : LocConstet (X)→
∗(LocConstet (X)) and ∗ : Constret (X)→ ∗(Constret (X)).
Proof. [BS, ????] and [BS, §7]. q.e.d.
2.6. Remark. For X ∈ Sch/S, the objects of ∗ShvAbet (X) can be seen as so called internal functors from
the category ∗Et(X) to the category ∗(U −Ab) which fulfil a certain sheaf-like condition — for details
we refer to [BS]. But ∗Et(X) is in general not again a site, and so the objects of ∗ShvAbet (X) are not
really sheaves on some site.
2.7. Proposition. For all X ∈ Sch/S, the canonical functor ∗ : ShvAbet (X)→
∗ShvAbet (
∗X) is exact and
maps injective objects to injective objects.
Proof. Follows from [BS, ??]. q.e.d.
For an X ∈ ∗(Sch/S), we call an object of ∗ShvAbet (X)/
∗Constret (X)/
∗LocConstet (X) a *sheaf/*con-
structible sheaf/*locally constant sheaf on X .
By Ab we denote the category of abelian groups in our universe.
2.8. Examples.
(i) Let X be a scheme. For each abelian group A ∈ Ab we get the constant sheaf AX on X (which
is just the sheafification of the functor U 7→ A). This gives an exact functor Ab → ShvAbet (X),
and by enlarging this, we get an exact functor
∗Ab→ ∗ShvAbet (X), A 7→ AX .
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(ii) Let X again be a scheme, and let Gm,X be the e´tale sheaf on X which is defined by
U 7→ Γ(U,OX)
∗.
If n ∈ N is a natural number, we have the morphism of sheaves
n : Gm,X → Gm,X , f 7→ f
n,
and if n is invertible in Γ(X,OX), then this morphism is a surjection in Shv
Ab
et (X) whose kernel
is denoted by µn := (µn)X . For all invertible n ∈ N this gives the so called Kummer sequence
0→ (µn)X → Gm,X
n
−→ Gm,X → 0.
If furthermore there is a primitive n-th root of unity ζn ∈ Γ(X,O), there is an isomorphism
(Z/nZ)X
∼
−→ (µn)X , 1 7→ ζn.
Now let ∗Gm,X be the corresponding *sheaf on X . Suppose that n ∈ ∗N is a nonstandard
natural number which is invertible in ∗Γ(X,OX). We again get a morphism
n : ∗Gm,X →
∗Gm,X
which by transfer is surjective in ∗ShvAbet (X). We again denote by µn = (µn)X the kernel of this
morphism. So for each n ∈ ∗N which is invertible on ∗X, we get a Kummer sequence
0→ (µn)X →
∗Gm,X
n
−→ ∗Gm,X → 0.
Although ∗Gm,X is a standard *sheaf, the *sheaf µn for n ∈ (∗N \ N) is not a standard *sheaf.
Furthermore, if ζn is an n-th primitive root of unity in
∗Γ(X,OX), we again have an isomorphism
(∗Z/n∗Z)X
∼
−→ (µn)X .
(iii) For two e´tale sheaves F and G we can form the tensor product F ⊗ G which is again an e´tale
sheaf. Therefore for every two e´tale *sheaves, we also can form the tensor product with the
usual properties. In fact we can do even more: For each *finite internal family {Fi}i∈I of e´tale
*sheaves, we can define the tensor product ⊗i∈IFi which is again a *sheaf. For example we have
for each n ∈ ∗N and k ∈ ∗N the e´tale *sheaf µ⊗kn .
We also get abelian fibrations
∗ModConstr(X)→ ∗(FinRings)op
and
∗ModShvet(X)→
∗(FinRings)op.
We call the objects in ∗FinRings *finite rings. First of all they are just objects in the category ∗FinRings.
But we have a canonical functor
∗FinRings→ Cat. of all commutative rings
which is faithful but not fully faithful. For details compare [BS, ??].
2.9. Example. For all n ∈ ∗N and all X ∈ Sch/S, the sheaves (µn)X are in ∗ModConstr
Ab
et (X,
∗Z/n∗Z).
As before we get
2.10. Proposition. For each S–scheme X ∈ ∗(Sch/S) and each *finite ring R ∈ ∗FinRings, the fibre
∗ModConstrAbet (X,R) is an abelian category. For X ∈ Sch/S and R ∈ FinRings we have
∗ModConstrAbet (
∗X, ∗R) = ∗(ModConstrAbet (X,R))
and
∗ModShvAbet (
∗X, ∗R) = ∗(ModShvAbet (X,R)).
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2.3. E´tale cohomology of nonstandard schemes and sheaves.
For all i ∈ N0, the i–th e´tale cohomology is the contravariant functor
Hi( , ) : FibShvAb
et
→ Ab, (X,F) 7→ Hiet(X,F),
where Hiet(X,F) is just the i–th right derivbed functor of the section functor Γ(X, ) : Shv
Ab
et (X)→ Ab
applied to F . If we enlarge this, we get for each i ∈ ∗N a contravariant functor
∗Hiet( , ) :
∗FibShvAb
et
→ ∗Ab.
Here ∗Ab is first of all only an abelian category. But it is easy to see that there is a functor from ∗Ab
to the category of all abelian groups which is faithful but not fully faithful (compare again [BS, ??]).
Furthermore this functor is exact by [BS, ????].
For all X ∈ ∗(Sch/S) by proposition 2.4 we can build the right derived functor
Ri∗H0(X, ) : ∗ShvAbet (X)→
∗Ab.
By the next proposition this gives the same as the above definition.
2.11. Proposition. For all X ∈ ∗(Sch/S), F ∈ ∗ShvAbet (X) and i ∈ N0, we have a canonical isomorphism
Ri∗H0(X, )(F)→ ∗Hi(X,F)
Proof. This follows directly from [BS, ??] q.e.d.
In particular we see that nonstandard cohomology is always a right derived functor of an left exact
functor.
For standard schemes and sheaves we have furthermore the following
2.12. Proposition. For all i ∈ N0, X ∈ Sch/S and F ∈ ∗Shv
Ab
et (
∗X), the object ∗Hiet(X,F) is just
the i–th right derived functor of ∗Γ(X, ) : ∗ShvAbet (
∗X) → ∗Ab applied to F . Furthermore we have the
following commutative diagram
ShvAbet (X)
Hi
et
(X, )

∗ // ∗(ShvAbet (X)) =
∗ShvAbet (
∗X)
∗Hi
et
(∗X, )

Ab
∗ // ∗Ab
Proof. This follows again from statement [BS, ??]. q.e.d.
2.13. Corollary. If for an X ∈ Sch/S and F ∈ ShvAbet (X) the group H
i
et(X,F) is finite, then we have
an isomorphism
Hiet(X,F) ≃
∗Hiet(
∗X, ∗F).
Proof. This follows from the above proposition and the fact that the enlargement of a finite set is just
that finite set itself. q.e.d.
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2.4. Cohomology with compact support.
We are more interested in the cohomology with compact support. For that it is most convenient to
work with derived categories. We denote by Dbconstr (X,R) the full subcategory of D
b(ModShvAbet (X,R))
of complexes which have constructible cohomology sheaves. Then we look at the pseudo functor
(Sch/S)compac × (FinRings)op → Cat of triangulated categories in U
that maps a pair (X,R) to the triangulated category Dbconstr (X,R) and a morphism (f, ϕ) : (X,R) →
(Y,R′) in Sch/S × (FinRings)op to the functor
(Rf!)ϕ : D
b
constr (X,R)→ D
b
constr (Y,R
′) .
Here Rf! is the direct image with proper support, and ( )ϕ means that we define the R
′–module structure
via the ring homomorphism ϕ : R′ → R. This defines a triangulated cofibration
Dbconstr → (Sch/S)
compac × FinRingsop.
By [BS, ??] the enlargement of this fibration
∗Dbconstr →
∗(Sch/S)
compac × ∗FinRingsop
is again a triangulated cofibration. Then we go back again and look at the associated pseudo functor
∗(Sch/S)compac × ∗FinRingsop → ∗(Cat. of triangulated cat. in U)
and for an object (X,R) ∈ ∗(Sch/S)× ∗FinRingsop by ∗Dbconstr (X,R) we denote the image under this
functor resp. the fibre of the above fibration. For a morphism (f, ϕ) : (X,R) → (Y,R′) in ∗(Sch/S) ×
(∗FinRings)op we denote the image of (f, ϕ) under the above functor again by
(Rf!)ϕ :
∗Dbconstr (X,R)→
∗Dbconstr (Y,R
′).
In this paper we are more interested in enlarging the sheaves and not so much in enlarging the schemes.
Therefore we now only consider — for each X ∈ Sch/S — the cofibrations of triangulated categories
Dbconstr (X)→ (FinRings)
op
and
Db(ModShvAbet (X))→ (FinRings)
op
and the enlargements
∗Dbconstr (X)→
∗(FinRings)
op
and
∗Db(ModShvAbet (X))→
∗(FinRings)op
The notion of constructibility in ModShvAbet (X,R) for all R ∈ FinRings gives us a notion of *con-
structibility in ∗ModShvAbet (X,R) for all R ∈
∗FinRings. From the transfer principle we get the following
2.14. Proposition. Let (∗Db(ModShvAbet (X))constr be the full subcategory of
∗Db(ModShvAbet (X)) of
those *complexes which have *constructible cohomology sheaves (for all i ∈ ∗Z !). Then there is a
canonical isomorphism
(∗Db(ModShvAbet (X)))constr
∼
−→ ∗Dbconstr(X).
Proof. q.e.d.
Let ∗Dfbconstr (X) resp. D
fb(ModShvAbet (X)) be the full subcategory of those *complexes which are
cohomologically bounded by a standard (!) natural number. For more detail we refer to [BS, sect. 7].
With that we get
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2.15. Proposition. For all X ∈ Sch/S and each R ∈ ∗FinRings, we have a canonical isomorphism of
triangulated categories
∗Dfb(ModShvAbet (X))(R)
∼
−→ Db(∗ModShvAbet (X)(R))
and
∗Dfbconstr (X,R)→ D
b(ModConstrAbet (X,R)).
Proof. This follows from [BS, ??] and from the fact that for allR ∈ FinRings Dbconstr (X,R) = D
b(ModConstrAbet (X,R))
(compare [GDB+77, prop.4.6, page 93]). q.e.d.
2.16. Remark. In fact that even gives an isomorphism of cofibred categories.
2.17. Remark. We are mainly interested in Dfbconstr (X,
∗Z/P ∗Z) where P is an infinite prime in ∗Z.
From an external point of view, the ring ∗Z/P ∗Z is a field of characteristic 0, which leads us to think that
Dfbconstr (X,
∗Z/P ∗Z) is a good replacement for the derived category of Ql–sheaves on X (for a standard
prime l). One advantage of Dfbconstr (X,
∗Z/P ∗Z) is that it really is the derived category of an abelian
category.
We further get the following property for the direct image with proper support:
2.18. Proposition. Let X → Y be a compactifiable morphism in Sch/S, and let f = f¯ ◦ j be a
factorization of f with an open immersion j : X →֒ X¯ and a proper morphism f¯ : X¯ → Y . Then for each
R ∈ FinRings we get the following commutative diagram:
Db(∗ModConstrAbet (X,R))
R
∗(f¯∗)◦
∗(j!)
//
≀

Db(∗ModConstrAbet (Y,R))
≀

∗Dfbconstr (X,R)
∗(Rf!)
// ∗Dfbconstr (Y,R).
Proof. For all R ∈ FinRings, the cohomological dimension of the functor
f! : ModConstr
Ab
et (X,R)→ ModConstr
Ab
et (Y,R)
is less or equal to the relative dimension of the morphism f (which is a finite number). Therefore for all
R ∈ ∗FinRings, the same is true for the functor
∗f! :
∗ModConstrAbet (X,R)→
∗ModConstrAbet (Y,R).
This shows that ∗Rf! restricts to the finitely bounded complexes, and then the proposition follows from
[BS, ??]. q.e.d.
This proposition justifies the following notation: In the situation of the proposition, for all R ∈
∗FinRings, we denote the functor
∗(Rf!) :
∗Dfbconstr (X,R)→
∗Dfbconstr (Y,R)
again by Rf!, and for i ∈ Z we set
Rif! := h
i ◦Rf!,
where hi is the i-th cohomology functor
hi : ∗Dfbconstr (X,R)→
∗ModConstrAbet (Y,R).
For two composable compactifiable morphisms we have the following result:
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2.19. Proposition. Let X,Y, Z ∈ (Sch/S), let f : X → Y and g : Y → Z be two compactifiable
morphisms in Sch/S, and let R ∈ FinRings. Then we have the following commutative diagram of
triangulated categories:
∗Dfbconstr (X,R)
Rf!
((Q
QQ
QQ
QQ
QQ
QQ
Q
R(g◦f)!

∗Dfbconstr (Y,R)
Rg!vvmm
mm
mm
mm
mm
mm
∗Dfbconstr (Z,R)
In particular, for F ∈ ∗ModConstrAbet (X,R) we have a spectral sequence
Ep,q2 = R
pg!(R
qf!(F))⇒ R
p+q(g ◦ f)!(F).
Proof. This follows from the equality Rg! ◦Rf! = R(g ◦ f)! in the standard world and from proposition
2.18. q.e.d.
For a ring R, let Mod (R) be the category of R–modules in our universe. The pseudo functor
FinRings→ Cat. of triang. categories in U
which sends R to Db(Mod (R)) defines — as above — a cofibration
Db(Mod)→ FinRingsop,
and we again get the enlargement
∗Db(Mod)→ ∗FinRingsop
and the analogue of proposition 2.15.
2.20. Proposition. For each R ∈ ∗FinRings there is a canonical isomorphism of triangulated categories
∗Dfb(Mod)(R)
∼
−→ Db(∗Mod (R)).
Proof. This can be proven in the same way as proposition 2.15. q.e.d.
Now we assume that S has finite cohomological dimension in the e´tale topology. Then the derived
functor of the global section functor
Γ(S, ) : ShvAbet (X)→ Ab
defines for each R ∈ FinRings a functor
Dbconstr (S,R)→ D
b(Mod (R))
and so also for each R ∈ ∗FinRings a functor
∗Dfbconstr (S,R)→
∗Dfb(Mod)(R).
In the same way as above we get the analogue of proposition 2.18.
2.21. Proposition. Let S be a scheme of finite cohomological dimension in the e´tale topology. Then we
get for each R ∈ ∗FinRings the following commutative diagram
Db(∗ModConstrAbet (S,R))
≀

R
∗Γ(S, )
// Db(∗Mod (R))
≀

∗Dfbconstr (S,R)
∗(RΓ(S, ))
// ∗Dfb(Mod)(R).
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Proof. This can be proven in the same way as proposition 2.18. q.e.d.
We will again omit the * in the notation.
Now if f : X → S is a compactifiable morphism, if i ∈ ∗N0, if R ∈ ∗FinRings, and if F ∈
∗ModConstrAbet (X,R), then we call the object
Hic(X,F) := R
iΓ(S,Rf!F)
in ∗Mod (R) the i-th cohomology of F on X with proper (or compact) support. As already mentioned
several times before, Hic(X,F) can also be seen as a module over the ring R.
Now we obviously get the following spectral sequence:
2.22. Proposition. Let X → S be a compactifiable morphism, let i ∈ ∗N0, let R ∈ ∗FinRings, and let
F ∈ ∗ModConstrAbet (X,R). Then we have a spectral sequence
Ep,q2 := H
i
c(S,R
pf!F)⇒ H
p+q
c (X,F).
Proof. This is clear by the previous propositions. q.e.d.
3. Nonstandard cohomology of schemes over a field
In this chapter we want to apply the results of the first chapter to the case of varieties, i.e. schemes
which are separated and of finite type over a field. The category of *constructible sheaves of K–modules
for a fieldK ∈ ∗FinRings on the spectrum of a separably closed field is equivalent to the category of *finite
dimensional internal vector spaces over the field K, and such spaces are in general not finite dimensional.
However, in this chapter we want to show that at least the geometric cohomology (see below) of varieties
with coefficients in finite dimensional constant sheaves is again finite dimensional.
3.1. E´tale sheaves over a field.
Let k be a field, let ks be a separable closure of k, and let R be a finite ring. We denote by
ContRepr(Gal(ks/k))(R) the category of continuous Gal(ks/k)–R–modules in our universe U . Then
the functor
F 7→ lim
−→
k′/k finite separable
F (k′)
gives us an equivalence of categories between ModShvAbet (Spec (k), R) and ContRepr(Gal(ks/k))(R). The
enlargement of this gives us for each R ∈ ∗FinRings an equivalence between ∗ModShvAbet (Spec (k), R)
and ∗ContRepr(Gal(ks/k))(R). By [BS, ??] the category
∗ContRepr(Gal(ks/k))(R) can be interpreted
as specific (i.e. *continuous and internal) R–representations of the group ∗Gal(ks/k). If k is a finite
field of characteristic p, and if Fp ∈ Gal(ks/k) is the Frobenius, then Fp also acts on each object of
∗ContRepr(Gal(ks/k))(R).
We denote by
Hi(∗Gal(ks/k), ) :
∗ModShvAbet (Spec (k), R)→
∗Mod (R)
the functor RiΓ(Spec (k), ), and we call this functor nonstandard Galois cohomology.
Now let X be a variety over a field k with structure morphism f : X → Spec (k). Let i ∈ ∗N0, let
R ∈ ∗FinRings be a *finite ring, and let F be a *constructible sheaf of R–modules.
Then we call the objects
Hic(X¯,F) := R
if!F ∈
∗ContRepr(Gal(ks/k))(R)
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the geometric cohomology of X with coefficients in F , and we call
Hic(X,F) := H
i(∗Gal(ks/k),Rf!F) ∈
∗Mod (R)
the arithmetic cohomology of X with coefficients in F . One can easily see thatHic(X¯, ) is the enlargement
of the functor F 7→ Hic(X ⊗k ks,Fks).
From proposition 2.22 we immediately get the following Hochschild-Serre spectral sequence:
3.1. Proposition. In the above situation we get a spectral sequence
Ep,q2 := H
p(∗Gal(ks/k), H
q
c (X¯,F))⇒ H
p+q
c (X,F)
Proof. This is a special case of 2.22 q.e.d.
By the transfer principle we see that for a *constructible sheaf F on X we have
Hic(X¯,F) = 0 for i > 2 · dimX
and
Hic(X,F) = 0 for i > 2 · dimX + cohdimk.
Now let P ∈ ∗N be an infinite prime, and set R := ∗Z/P . Until now we only know that Hic(X¯,
∗Z/P )
is *finite dimensional. We want to show that it actually is finite dimensional.
3.2. Proposition. In the above situation, the ∗Z/P–vector spaces Hic(X¯,
∗Z/P ) are finite dimensional.
Proof. This follows from the transfer principle and the next proposition. q.e.d.
3.3. Proposition. Let X be a variety over an algebraically closed field. Then there is a constant C ∈ N
with the property that for all (standard) primes l ∈ N and all i ∈ N0 the Z/l–rank of Hic(X,Z/l) is less
or equal C.
Proof. By de Jong’s alteration we can assume that X is smooth. Further it follows easily that we can
assume that X is projective. From [Gab83] we know that the torsion in Hi(X,Zl) (l-adic cohomology)
is zero for almost all l. By the independence of l for smooth and projective Varieties it follows that the
rank of Hi(X,Zl) is the same for almost all l. Finally, we have the long exact sequence
. . .→ Hi(X,Zl)
·l
−→ Hi(X,Zl)→ H
i(X,Z/l)→ Hi+1(X,Zl)
·l
−→ Hi+1(X,Zl)→ . . .
From this the proposition follows. q.e.d.
3.4. Remark. The proof of proposition 3.2 shows that the finiteness of the dimension of ∗Hic(X¯,
∗Z/P ) for
P ∈ ∗P \P seems to be a much deeper result than the finiteness of ordinary l-adic cohomology. Somehow
the cohomology groups ∗Hic(X¯,
∗Z/P ) contains the l-adic cohomology for infinitely many standard primes
l.
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3.2. Poincare´ duality.
First we want to recall what the Poincare´ duality in the standard world means. For that let X be a
smooth connected scheme of dimension d over a separably closed field. Then there is for each n ∈ Z a
canonical trace map
H2dc (X,µ
⊗d
n )→ Z/n
which is an isomorphism.
Furthermore for each constructible Z/n–module G the cup product pairing
Extp(G, µ⊗dn,X)×H
2d−p
c (X,G)→ H
2d
c (X,µ
⊗d
n ) ≃ Z/n
is non degenerate.
Now we want to translate this statement to our enlargement. So let n ∈ ∗N be a hyper natural number.
First of all we remark that for two ∗Z/n–module *sheaves F and G on X , we can identify the object
∗Extp(F ,G) with the p–th Ext group in the category ∗ModShvAbet (X,
∗Z/n) for all p ∈ N0, and it is easy
to see that the transfer of the cup product pairing is the cup product pairing in ModShvAbet (X,
∗Z/n).
Then by the transfer principle we get
3.5. Proposition. Let X be a smooth connected scheme of dimension d over a separably closed field,
and let n ∈ ∗Z. Then we get a canonical trace map
H2dc (X,µ
⊗d
n )→
∗Z/n,
which is an isomorphism. Furthermore for each *sheaf F ∈ ModConstrAbet (X,
∗Z/n) the cup product
pairing
Extp(G, µ⊗dn,X)×H
2d−p
c (X,G)→ H
2d
c (X,µ
⊗d
n ) ≃
∗Z/n
is non degenerate.
Proof. The only thing we have to add to our above remarks is the fact that the enlargement of a non
degenerate pairing is again a non degenerate pairing. But this follows easily from the transfer principle.
q.e.d.
3.3. The cycle map.
LetX be a smooth variety over an algebraically closed field. We denote by Zr(X) the group of algebraic
cycles of codimension r on X . Further we denote by CHr(X) the Chow–group of codimension–r–cycles.
For each prime l ∈ N which is invertible on X and each r ∈ N0 there is a cycle map
clX : Z
r(X)→ H2r(X,µ⊗rl ).
We write H∗(X,Z/l) for ⊕rH2r(X,µ
⊗r
l ). With the cup product as multiplication, H
∗(X,Z/l) becomes
an anti commutative graded ring.
Now, if (dim(X)− 1)! is invertible in Z/l, the cycle map induces a morphism of graded rings
clX : CH
∗(X)→ H∗(X,Z/l)
which is functorial in X (compare for example [Mil80, VI.§10]).
Now let P ∈ ∗N be an infinite prime which is invertible on X , and let r ∈ N0. By transfer we again
get a map
clX :
∗(Zr(X))→ H2r(X,µ⊗rP ),
and as for finite primes, the cup product again induces the structure of an anti commutative graded ring
on
H∗(X, ∗Z/P ) := ⊕rH
2r(X,µ⊗rP ).
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Because dim(X) is finite and P is infinite, (dim(X)− 1)! is always invertible in ∗Z/P , and we always get
a morphism of graded rings
∗(CHr(X))→ H∗(X, ∗Z/P ).
If we compose this with the canonical morphism CH∗(X) → ∗(CH∗(X)), we again get a morphism of
anti commutative graded rings
clX : CH
∗(X)→ H∗(X, ∗Z/P )
which is functorial in X .
3.4. Further properties.
We would like to conclude this section by a general and quite unprecise statement about the other
fundamental properties of e´tale cohomology. We state this in the following
3.6. Remark (Meta-theorem). Each appropriate theorem about e´tale cohomology with finite coefficients
has its nonstandard version for *finite coefficients.
Above, we gave the examples of Poincare´ duality and of the existence of cycle maps. Other examples
are purity, Ku¨nneth formula, base change theorems, . . . .
3.7. Theorem. Let P be an infinite prime and let k be an algebraically closed field of finite characteristic
prime to P . The contravariant functor
X 7→
⊕
n≥0
Hn(X, ∗Z/P )
from the category of smooth projective varieties over k to the category of anti commutative graded
∗Z/P–algebras, is a Weil cohomology theory in the sense of [Kle91].
Proof. The fact that the cohomology groups are finite dimensional is just proposition 3.2. Except the hard
Lefschetz theorem everything else follows from the transfer principle and the corresponding statement
for Z/l cohomology. The hard Lefschetz follows from [KM74]. q.e.d.
3.8. Remark. Tomasˇic´ constructed in [Tom04] in a similar way a Weil cohomology theory for smooth
projective varieties. His approach is more direct and less technical where our approach allows more
flexibility with the coefficients and also exhibits this cohomology theory as a derived functor.
4. Comparison with singular cohomology
In this sections we consider smooth and projective schemes over C. We want to compare the non-
standard e´tale cohomology with constant *finite coefficients with singular cohomology of the associated
complex analytic space. For the case of finite coefficients we refer to standard books on e´tale cohomology.
We denote by Abfin the category of finite abelian groups. For each topological space X in our universe
we have the functors
Hi(X, ) : Abfin → Ab
of singular cohomology. This gives us functors
∗Hi(X, ) : ∗Abfin → ∗Ab.
Each object of ∗Abfin and ∗Ab defines an abelian group (compare [BS, ??]), and we will use the same
name for this abelian group. The following proposition tells us that we do not get anything new in this
case.
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4.1. Proposition. For a topological spaceX , an i ∈ N0 and a *finite abelian groupM there is a canonical
isomorphism
∗Hi(X,M)
∼
−→ Hi(X,M)
.
Proof. Consider the cohomology theory which maps a topological space X to ∗Hi(X,M). From the
transfer principle it follows that this cohomology theory satisfies the axioms of Eilenberg and Steenrod.
Further the dimension axiom
∗Hi({pt},M) = 0 for i 6= 0
holds. Because ∗H0(X,M) = M , the theorem follows from the universality of singular cohomology
(compare for example [Hat02, Th. 4.59]). q.e.d.
Now let X be a smooth projective scheme over C. We denote by X(C) the associated complex analytic
space. Then we have the following comparison theorem:
4.2. Proposition. Let X be a smooth and projective scheme over C, and let M ∈ ∗
(
Abfin
)
. Then there
is a canonical isomorphism
Hi(X(C),M)
∼
−→ Hi(∗X,M∗X).
Proof. It is known that for all M ∈ Abfin there is a canonical isomorphism
Hi(X(C),M)→ Hi(X,MX).
By transfer it follows that for each M ∈ ∗
(
Abfin
)
there is a canonical isomorphism
∗Hi(X(C),M)→ Hi(X,MX).
Now the proposition follows with proposition 4.1. q.e.d.
5. Comparison with l-adic cohomology
Let l be a (standard) prime number, let h ∈ ∗N be an infinite natural number, and letX be a noetherian
scheme.
In this chapter, we want to show that the category of *constructible ∗Z/lh–modules can serve as a
substitute for the category of l-adic sheaves or Artin-Rees-l-adic sheaves on X in a sense to be made
precise later.
In particular, we will show that geometric l-adic cohomology of a variety X can be computed using
geometric cohomology of X with coefficients in the *constructible sheaves ∗Z/ld1+d2 and ∗Z/ld1 for two
infinite natural numbers d1 and d2. For smooth and projective varieties X and for almost all primes l,
there is an even simpler isomorphism Hic(X¯,
∗Z/lh)⊗∗Z Zl ∼= Hic(X¯,Zl).
The basic idea is as follows: If (Fn) is an l-adic sheaf on X , we can consider the associated *con-
structible ∗Z/lh-sheaf ∗Fh and from this (essentially) recover F because of ∗Fn = ∗Fh/ln+1 for all n
(compare example [BS, ????]). In this way we get a faithful functor (Fn) 7→ ∗Fh from l-adic sheaves to
*constructible ∗Z/lh-sheaves which reflects isomorphisms.
Unfortunately, the higher direct images of l-adic sheaves need not be l-adic again, but merely Artin-
Rees l-adic, i.e. isomorphic to an l-adic sheaf in the Artin-Rees category∗. It is no longer possible to
recover an Artin-Rees l-adic sheaf F from ∗Fh as above, but it is well known how to construct an l-adic
sheaf which is isomorphic to F : If F ′ denotes the subsystem of F formed by the stable images, then there
is a natural number r ∈ N0 such that G := (F ′n+r/l
n+1)n is an l-adic sheaf isomorphic to F (compare
[GJIB77, V.3.2.3]). But r depends on F , so that this construction can not be used to define a ”nice”
functor from Artin-Rees l-adic sheaves to l-adic sheaves.
Luckily, as we have infinite natural numbers at our disposal, we are in a much more fortunate position:
First of all, we can replace the stable image by an ”infinite” image (im [∗Fn+d1 →
∗Fn])n for an infinite
number d2; second, instead of an r which depends on F , we can use another infinite number d1, and finally,
using our original idea for l-adic systems, we only have to compute ∗Gh to recover ∗Gn for finite numbers
∗See 5.1 for a definition of this term!
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n. This means we only have to consider the *constructible ∗Z/lh-sheaf im [∗Fh+d1+d2 →
∗Fh+d1 ]/l
h
without losing essential information, and it means we can turn this construction into a faithful functor
from Artin-Rees l-adic systems to *constructible ∗Z/lh-sheaves which reflects isomorphisms, thus enabling
us to replace Artin-Rees l-adic sheaves by the conceptually simpler *constructible sheaves in a functorial
way.
5.1. Generalities on Artin-Rees-l-adic systems.
For details and proofs, we refer the reader to [GJIB77][V]. — Let A be an abelian category, and let l be
a prime number.
5.1. Definition.
(i) By Proj (A) we denote the abelian category whose objects are projective systems (Fn+1
un+1
−−−→
Fn)n∈N0 in A and whose morphisms are morphisms of projective systems.
(ii) If F = (Fn, un) is an object of Proj (A) and r ∈ N0, we define the shifted system F [r] as the
projective system (Fn+r, un+r)n∈N0 , and if f = (fn) : F → G is a morphism in Proj (A), we
define the shifted morphism f [r] : F [r] → G[r] by f [r] := (fn+r)n∈N0 . Shifting by r obviously
defines an endofunctor of Proj (A). Note that the (un) induce a natural morphism F [r]→ F in
Proj (A).
(iii) An object F of Proj (A) is called a zero system if there is an r ≥ 0 such that the natural
morphism F [r]→ F is zero.
(iv) A system F = (Fn, un) of Proj (A) is called l-adic if l
n+1Fn = 0 for all n and if un+1 induces an
isomorphism Fn+1/l
n+1Fn+1
∼
−→ Fn for all n.
(v) By AR (A) we denote the category whose objects are the same as those of Proj (A) but whose
morphisms are defined as
MorAR (A)(F,G) := lim−→
r≥0
MorProj (A)(F [r], G)
with the obvious addition and composition laws. (Equivalently, AR (A) can be defined as the
quotient of Proj (A) by the Serre subcategory of zero systems.)
(vi) An Artin-Rees l-adic system is an object of Proj (A) which is isomorphic to an l-adic system in
AR(A). We denote the full subcategory of AR (A) consisting of Artin-Rees l-adic systems by
ARl(A).
The straightforward proof of the following proposition and its two corollaries can be found in [GJIB77,
V].
5.2. Proposition. Let F , L1, L2 and N be objects of Proj (A) with L1, L2 l-adic and N a zero system.
(i) Proj (A) and AR (A) are abelian categories.
(ii) MorProj (A)(L1, L2) = MorAR (A)(L1, L2).
(iii) F is isomorphic to zero in AR (A) iff F is a zero system.
(iv) Let L1 ։ N be an epimorphism in Proj (A). Then N = 0.
5.3. Remark. Note that in general, the category ARl(A) will not be abelian. But it is a well known fact
that ARl(A) is abelian in the case where A is the category of finite abelian groups or, more generally,
the category of constructible e´tale sheaves on a scheme on which l is invertible ([FK88, 12.11]).
5.4. Corollary. A projective system F ∈ Ob(Proj (A)) is Artin-Rees-l-adic if and only if there is an
l-adic system G, an integer r ≥ 0 and an epimorphism F [r] ։ G in Proj (A) whose kernel is a zero
system.
5.5. Corollary. Let F be an Artin-Rees-l-adic system. Then there is an integer s ≥ 0 such that
im
(
F [s+ n]→ F
)
= im
(
F [s]→ F
)
for all n ≥ 0, i.e. F has the Artin-Rees-Mittag-Leffler property.
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5.6. Lemma. Let 0→ N → F → G→ 0 be an exact sequence in Proj (A) with a zero system N and an
l-adic system G. Then if N [r]→ N is zero, we have
∀m,n ≥ 0 : im
[
ker
(
Fr+m+n → Fn
)
→ Fm+n
]
→֒ ln+1 · Fm+n.
Proof. We have the following commutative diagram with exact rows in A:
0 // Nr+m+n //
0

Fr+m+n
f
//
u

Gr+m+n //

0
0 // Nm+n //

Fm+n //
v

Gm+n //

0
0 // Nn // Fn // Gn ∼= Gr+m+n/ln+1 // 0.
For reasons of simplicity, using Mitchell’s imbedding theorem [Mit64], we can assume that A is a full exact
abelian subcategory of the category of modules over a ring. If x ∈ ker (vu), then f(x) ∈ ln+1 · Gr+m+n,
i.e. f(x) = ln+1 · f(y) for a suitable y ∈ Fr+m+n (because f is surjective). This means x − ln+1 · y
comes from Nr+m+n and accordingly is mapped to zero in Fm+n, i.e. u(x) = l
n+1 · u(y) ∈ ln+1 ·Fm+n as
claimed. q.e.d.
5.2. Enlargements and Artin-Rees-l-adic systems.
Let ∗ : Sˆ → ∗̂S be an enlargement, let A be an Sˆ-small abelian category, let l ∈ N be a prime number,
and let h ∈ ∗N \ N be an infinite natural number.
5.7. Remark. Let F = (Fn, un) be an object of Proj (A). We can consider F as a map f : N0 →
Ob(A)×MorA with the property
∀n ∈ N0 :
[
f(n+ 1) = 〈A, u〉
]
∧
[
f(n) = 〈B, v〉
]
⇒
[
v ∈ MorA(A,B)
]
.
Then by transfer we see that ∗F is a projective system (∗Fh,
∗uh)h∈∗N0 in
∗A with index set ∗N0. In
particular, we have ∗Fn =
∗(Fn) for n ∈ N0.
For r ∈ ∗N0 we put
∗F [h] := (∗Fh+r)h∈∗N0 , and by transfer for every r ≥ 0 we get a canonical morphism
∗F [r] → ∗F . If F is a zero system with (F [r] → F ) = 0 for a (finite) integer r ≥ 0, then we also have
(∗F [r]→ ∗F ) = 0.
5.8. Lemma. Let m ∈ ∗N0, let d ∈ ∗N be an infinite natural number, and let F be an Artin-Rees-l-adic
system in Proj (A). Then im
(
∗Fm+d → ∗Fm
)
is independent of d.
Proof. This follows immediately from 5.5. q.e.d.
5.9. Lemma. Let d1 and d2 be infinite natural numbers, and let F be an Artin-Rees-l-adic system in
Proj (A). Then
∃r ∈ N0 : im
(
ker
[
∗Fh+d1+d2 −→
∗Fh+d1
]
−→ ∗Fh+d1+d2−r
)
→֒ lh · ∗Fh+d1+d2−r.
Proof. Because of 5.4, there is an s ∈ N0 and a short exact sequence 0→ N → F [s]→ G→ 0 in Proj (A)
with a zero system N and an l-adic system G. Then N [r]→ N is zero for an r ≥ 0, and 5.6 implies
∀m,n ≥ 0 : im
[
ker
(
Fr+s+m+n → Fs+n
)
→ Fs+m+n
]
→֒ ln+1 · Fs+m+n.
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Transfer of this and specializing to m := d2 − r and n := h + d1 − s (note that m,n ≥ 0, because h,d1
and d2 are infinite and r and s are finite) gives us
im
[
ker
(
∗F r+s+(d2−r)+(h+d1−s) →
∗F s+(h+d1−s)
)
→ ∗F s+(d2−r)+(h+d1−s)
]
→֒ l(h+d1−s)+1 · ∗F s+(d2−r)+(h+d1−s),
and the lemma follows from h+ d1 − s+ 1 ≥ h. q.e.d.
5.10. Definition. Let N ∈ ∗N \N be an infinite natural number.
(i) Because on every object of A we have the endomorphism n for every n ∈ N, by transfer we have
an endomorphism N for every object of ∗A.
(ii) Let ∗AN be the full abelian subcategory of
∗A consisting of objects for which the endomorphism
N is zero.
(iii) If A is an object of ∗A, then we denote the cokernel of A
N
−→ A by A/N ; obviously A/N is an
object of ∗AN .
5.11. Theorem. Let d1 and d2 be two positive infinite numbers in
∗N. For an Artin-Rees-l-adic system
F ∈ Ob(Proj (A)) put
ΥhF :=
[
im
(
∗Fh+d1+d2 −→
∗Fh+d1
)]
/lh ∈ Ob(∗Alh).
(i) ΥhF does not depend on the choice of the infinite natural numbers d1 and d2.
(ii) Let F
f˜
−→ G be a morphism in ARl(A), represented by a morphism F [r]
f
−→ G in Proj (A) for a
(finite) r ≥ 0. Then ∗Fh+d1+d2
∗f
−→ ∗Fh+d1+d2−r induces a morphism ΥhF → ΥhG that only
depends on f˜ and which we denote by Υhf . — In this way, we get a well-defined covariant
additive functor Υh : ARl(A) −→ ∗Alh .
(iii) If L is an l-adic system in Proj (A), then ΥhL = ∗Lh−1.
(iv) If F → G→ H → 0 is a sequence in ARl(A) which is exact in AR (A), then the induced sequence
ΥhF → ΥhG→ ΥhH → 0
is exact in ∗Alh (or – equivalently – in
∗A).
Proof. To prove (i), let d′1, d
′
2 be another pair of infinite natural numbers. Without loss of generality, we
can assume d′1 ≤ d1, and we note that 5.8 immediately implies the independence of d2, so that we can
assume d1 + d2 = d
′
1 + d
′
2 as well. Then we have an obvious epimorphism
im
(
∗Fh+d1+d2 −→
∗Fh+d1
)
։ im
(
∗Fh+d1+d2 −→
∗Fh+d′1
)
,
so we only have to show that modulo lh, this becomes a monomorphism. To prove this, we want to
assume again that ∗A is an abelian subcategory of Ab. Let x be an element of ∗Fh+d1+d2 whose image
in ∗Fh+d1 is mapped to zero in l
h · im
(
∗Fh+d1+d2 −→
∗Fh+d′1
)
. Then there is y ∈ ∗Fh+d1+d2 with
x− lhy ∈ ker
(
∗Fh+d1+d2 −→
∗Fh+d′1
)
,
and 5.9 implies that x − lhy is mapped to lh · ∗Fh+d1 (because d2 is infinite, and the r whose existence
is stated in 5.9 is finite) which shows that x is zero in im
(
∗Fh+d1+d2 →
∗Fh+d1
)
/lh.
To prove (ii), we have to show that there is a morphism f¯ that makes the following diagram in ∗A
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commutative (note that im (w) = im (wv) because of 5.8):
∗Fh+d1+d2 f
++WWW
WWW
WWW
u

u
~~~~||
||
||
||
||
||
||
||
||
|
∗Gh+d1+d2
v 
wv
"" ""E
EE
EE
EE
EE
EE
EE
EE
EE
EE
E
∗Gh+d1+d2−r
w

w
&& &&
im (u)
  //
p

∗Fh+d1
∗Gh+d1 im (wv)?
_oo
q

ΥhF
f¯
// ΥhG
For simplicity, we want to assume again that ∗A is an abelian subcategory of the category of modules
over a ring. Let x be an element of ∗Fh+d1+d2 that is mapped to zero in ΥhF . We have to show that
qwf(x) = 0 ∈ ΥhG, i.e. wf(x) ∈ lh · im (w).
Because of pu(x) = 0, there is y ∈ ∗Fh+d1+d2 with u(x− l
hy) = 0. Then 5.9 tells us that there is a s ∈ N0
such that
im
[
ker (u) −→ ∗Fh+d1+d2−s
]
→֒ lh · ∗Fh+d1+d2−s,
i.e. if t denotes the map ∗Fh+d1+d2 →
∗Fh+d1+d2−s, there is a z ∈
∗Fh+d1+d2−s such that t(x−l
hy) = lhz.
The following diagram is commutative in ∗A:
∗Fh+d1+d2
f
//
t

∗Gh+d1+d2−r

w
vv
∗Fh+d1+d2−s f
// ∗Gh+d1+d2−s−r
a

∗Gh+d1.
We therefore get
wf(x) = aft(x) = af
(
lh ·
[
z + t(y)
])
∈ lh · im (a)
5.8
= lh · im (w),
which shows that f¯ is well-defined.
To see that f¯ only depends on f˜ , we have to show that for every s ∈ N0, the morphism F [r+s]→ F [r]
f
−→ G
induces the same morphism ΥhF → ΥhG as does f . But this is clear, because the diagram
∗Fh+d1+d2
f
//

∗Gh+d1+d2−r
a

∗Fh+d1+d2−s
f
// ∗Gh+d1+d2−(r+s)
b

∗Gh+d1
is commutative in ∗A and because im (ba) = im (a) according to 5.8. This completes the proof of (ii),
because the construction is obviously functorial in f˜ and because Υh obviously is compatible with direct
sums.
To prove (iii), note that it follows by transfer that if L is l-adic, then ∗Lh+d1+d2 ։
∗Lh+d1 is an
epimorphism and that ∗Lh+d1/l
h = ∗Lh−1, i.e.
ΥhL =
[
im (∗Lh+d1+d2 ։
∗Lh+d1)
]
/lh = ∗Lh+d1/l
h = ∗Lh−1.
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For (iv), let F
f
−→ G → H → 0 be exact in AR (A) with Artin-Rees-l-adic systems F , G and H . By
definition, we can find a commutative diagram
F
f
//
≀

G //
≀

H // 0
F ′
f ′
// G′ // H // 0
in AR (A), whose top row is also exact, with l-adic systems F ′ and G′. Therefore, without loss of
generality, we may assume that F and G are already l-adic systems. Because of 5.2(ii), we may further
assume that f : F → G is a morphisms in Proj (A). Then we may assume that H is the cokernel of f ,
and because the cokernel of a morphism of l-adic systems is obviously l-adic, we see that we may assume
that F
f
−→ G → H → 0 is an exact sequence of l-adic systems in Proj (A). Now we apply (iii) which
shows that the sequence induced by Υh is simply
∗Fh−1
(Υhf)=fh−1
−−−−−−−−→ ∗Gh−1 →
∗Hh−1 → 0,
which is obviously exact by transfer. q.e.d.
5.12. Lemma. Let F be an Artin-Rees-l-adic system in Proj (A). Then there is an r ∈ N0 such that for
all m ∈ N0, the morphism Fm → Fm−r factorizes over Fm/lm+1.
Proof. According to 5.4, there is a s ∈ N0 and an exact sequence 0 → N → F [s] → G → 0 in Proj (A)
with a zero system N and a l-adic system G. Let N [t]→ N be zero. For every n ≥ 0, we then have the
following commutative diagram with exact rows in A:
0 // Nn //
ln+1

Fn+s //
ln+1
zz
Gn //
0

0
0 // Nn //
0

Fn+s //

Gn //

0
0 // Nn−t // Fn+s−t // Gn−t // 0.
The diagram implies that Fn+s
ln+1
−−−→ Fn+s factorizes over Nn and thus shows that the composition
Fn+s
ln+1
−−−→ Fn+s → Fn+s−t is zero. Now chose a k ≥ 0 satisfying −k ≤ s − t ≤ s ≤ k, then we have the
following commutative diagram in A:
Fn+k
lk //
0
**
l(n+k)+1
$$
Fn+k

ln+1 // Fn+k


Fn+s
0
$$I
II
II
II
II
ln+1 // Fn+s

Fn+s−t

Fn−k F(n+k)−2k
So if we choose r := 2k and substitute m− k for n, the claim follows. q.e.d.
5.13. Theorem.
(i) We get an exact functor AR (A) → AR(∗A) by sending a system F to the system (∗Fn)n∈N0 ,
and this functor maps Artin-Rees-l-adic systems to Artin-Rees-l-adic systems and thus induces
a functor Ξ : ARl(A)→ ARl(∗A).
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(ii) We get a right exact functor Ψh :
∗Alh → ARl(
∗A) by defining ΨhA := (A/ln+1)n∈N0 for
A ∈ Ob(∗Alh).
(iii) There is a canonical isomorphism ϕ : Ψh ◦Υh
∼
−→ Ξ of functors from ARl(A) to ARl(
∗A).
Proof. (i) is immediately clear by transfer, and (ii) is trivial. To prove (iii), let d1 and d2 be two infinite
natural numbers, and let F be an arbitrary Artin-Rees-l-adic system in Proj (A). We first want to show
that for every n ∈ N0, the morphism ∗Fh+d1+d2 →
∗Fn induces a morphism ψ : ΥhF/l
n+1 → ∗Fn/ln+1
which is functorial in F . Denote the morphism ∗Fh+d1+d2 →
∗Fh+d1 by u. Because of 5.9, we have the
following commutative diagram in ∗A with exact rows which induces a morphism ϑ : im (u)→ ∗Fn/lh:
0 // ker (u) //

∗Fh+d1+d2
u //

im (u) //
ϑ

0
0 // lh · ∗Fn //
∗Fn // ∗Fn/l
h // 0,
and then the following commutative diagram with exact rows in ∗A induces ψ, and the construction is
obviously functorial in F :
im (u)
ln+1 //

im (u) //

ΥhF/l
n+1 //
ψ

0
∗Fn/l
h l
n+1
// ∗Fn/l
h // ∗Fn/l
n+1 // 0.
Combining this result with 5.12, we see that there is an r ∈ N0 such that for every n ∈ N0, we have
a morphism ϕF,n : ΥhF/l
n+1 → ∗Fn−r in ∗A which induces a morphism
(
ΥhF/l
n+1
)
[r] →
(
∗Fn
)
in
Proj (∗A) and thus a morphism ϕF : ΨhΥhF → ΞF in ARl(∗A) which is obviously functorial in F . The
system of all (ϕF ) therefore defines a morphism of functors Ψh ◦Υh
ϕ
−→ Ξ.
To see that ϕ is actually an isomorphism of functors, we have to show that ϕF is an isomorphism in
∗A for every Artin-Rees-l-adic system F . By definition, there is an l-adic system G in Proj (A) and an
isomorphism f : F
∼
−→ G in AR (A). Then because ϕ is a morphism of functors, the following diagram in
∗A is commutative:
ΨhΥhF
≀ΨhΥhf

ϕF // ΞF
≀ Ξf

ΨhΥhG ϕG
// ΞG
This shows that without loss of generality, we can assume that F is an l-adic system. But then
ΨhΥhF
5.11(iii)
= Ψh
∗Fh−1 =
(
∗Fh−1/l
n+1
)
=
(
∗Fn
)
= ΞF.
q.e.d.
5.14. Corollary. The functors Υh : ARl(A)→ ∗Alh and Ξ : ARl(A)→ ARl(
∗A) are faithful and reflect
isomorphisms.
Proof. We only have to prove this for Ξ, because then 5.13 immediately implies it for Υh as well. It
is very easy to see that Ξ is faithful, so let f : F → G be a morphism in ARl(A) such that Ξf is an
isomorphism. By definition, there is an r ∈ N0 and an exact sequence 0 → M → F [r]
f¯
−→ G → N → 0
in Proj (A) such that ΞM and ΞN are zero systems in Proj (∗A). But transfer then immediately implies
that M and N are also zero systems, i.e. f is an isomorphism. q.e.d.
5.15. Lemma. In the special case where A is equivalent to the category Abfin of finite abelian groups,
let (An)n∈N0 be a projective system of finite abelian groups, considered as objects of A. Then we have
a canonical epimorphism Ah ։ lim←−n∈N0
An in
∗A ⊆ Ab (we consider ∗A as an exact subcategory of Ab
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because of [BS, ??]), and an a ∈ Ah is in the kernel if and only if there is an infinite h′ ≤ h such that a
maps to zero under the canonical morphism Ah → Ah′ .
Proof. We consider the projective system as a covariant functor F from the cofiltered category N0 into
the category A, so that we get a functor ∗F : ∗N0 → ∗A ⊆ Ab. In particular, we get Ah := (∗F )(h) and
for all n ≤ h compatible maps Ah → (
∗F )(n). If n is finite, we have (∗F )(n) = An because An is finite
and because of [BS, ????], so that we get a canonical map Ah → lim←−n∈N0
An as claimed.
To see that this map is surjective, let a = (an) be an element of lim←−n∈N0
An. If B is an Sˆ-small full
abelian subcategory of Ab that contains A as a full subcategory and the group Z as an object, then we
can consider a as a map N+ → MorD with the property(
∀n ∈ N+ : a(n) ∈MorD(Z, An)
)
∧
(
∀n, n′ ∈ N+ :
[
n > n′ ⇒ a(n′) = F (n→ n′) ◦ a(n)
])
,
and transfer of this shows that ∗a is an element of lim
←−n∈∗N+
Mor∗B(
∗Z, An)
[BS, ????]
= lim
←−n∈∗N+
An, i.e
ah := (
∗a)(h) is a preimage of a.
To prove the statement about the kernel, let b be an element of Ah, i.e. a morphism from
∗Z to Ah in
∗B according to [BS, ????]. If b maps to zero in Ah′ for an infinite h′ ≤ h, then it also maps to zero in
all An for n ∈ N+ (because those are all smaller than h′), so that b maps to zero in lim←−n∈N+
An.
Now let b be in the kernel of Ah → lim←−n∈N+
An. Then the set
N :=
{
n ∈ ∗N+
≤h
∣∣∣∗Z b−→ Ah → An = 0}
is an internal subset† of ∗N+
≤h that contains the external set N+ and therefore must contain an element
h′ that is not in N+ and that hence is infinite. This completes the proof. q.e.d.
5.16. Corollary. Let ∗ : Sˆ → ∗̂S be an enlargement, let A be an Sˆ-small abelian category that is
equivalent to the category of finite abelian groups, let l be a prime number, let h be an infinite natural
number, and let F be an Artin-Rees-l-adic system in A.
(i) The system ΨhΥhF is an l-adic system in Proj (A) which is canonically isomorphic to F in
AR (A).
(ii) Let d1 and d2 be infinite natural numbers. Then we have canonical isomorphisms of finitely
generated Zl-modules
lim
←−
n∈N0
Fn = ΥhF ⊗∗Z/lh Zl = im (
∗F d1+d2 →
∗F d1)⊗∗Z Zl.
(Note that we know from [BS, ??] that the objects of ∗A are ∗Z-modules, and that Zl is a
quotient of ∗Z according to [BS, ????]
Proof. ΨhΥhF is obviously an l-adic system in Proj (
∗A), and according to 5.13(iii), it is canonically
isomorphic to ΞF . Because of 5.4, there then is an r ∈ N0 and an exact sequence
0→ N → ΞF [r]→ ΨhΥhF → 0
in Proj (∗A) with a zero system N . Because all the ∗Fn = Fn are finite abelian groups, we see that all
Nn and ΨhΥhFn must also be finite (compare [BS, ????]), and this implies that the same sequence can
also be considered as an exact sequence in Proj (A). This proves (i).
It is well known that (An) 7→ lim←−n∈N+
An establishes an equivalence between ARl(A) and the category
of finitely generated Zl-modules (compare [FK88, §12]). Because of (i) we therefore only have to prove
that the kernel of the epimorphism ΥhF ։ lim←−n∈N+
ΥhF/l
n from 5.15 equals l≤h · ΥhF where l≤h by
definition is the ∗Z-ideal 〈lh
′
|h′ ∈ ∗N+
≤h \N+〉. But this follows immediately from the description of the
kernel in 5.15. q.e.d.
†Note that b and Ah → An are internal because they are elements of Mor∗B =
∗MorB!
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5.3. Application to l-adic cohomology.
As in the first chapters, let S be a noetherian scheme, let U be a universe such that the category
PreShv(Et(X), U − Sets) contains all representable presheaves for all X ∈ Sch/S, let Sˆ be a superstruc-
ture that contains all occurring categories, and let ∗ : Sˆ → ∗̂S be an enlargement.
Let X be an object of Sch/S, and let l ∈ N be a prime number. Then by definition, an l-adic sheaf
on X is an l-adic system in the category AR (Constret (X)), and an Artin-Rees l-adic sheaf on X (or
AR-l-adic sheaf for short) is an object of the category ARl(Constret (X)). As already mentioned above,
the category ARl(Constret (X)) of all AR-l-adic sheaves on X is a full exact abelian subcategory of
AR (Constret (X)) — for all this compare [FK88, §12].
Let h ∈ ∗N \N be an infinite natural number. Then obviously the category ∗Constret (X)lh from 5.10
equals the category ∗ModConstrAbet
(
X, ∗Z/lh
)
defined in chapter 2, so that we get the following corollary
from 5.11 and 5.14:
5.17. Corollary. Let X be an object of Sch/S, let l ∈ N be a prime number, and let h ∈ ∗N \ N be an
infinite natural number. Then
(i) Υh is a faithful, right exact functor from the category of AR-l-adic sheaves on X to the category
∗ModConstrAbet
(
X, ∗Z/lh
)
which reflects isomorphisms.
(ii) If F = (Fn) is an l-adic sheaf on X , then ΥhF =
∗Fh−1.
Now consider the special case where S = Spec (k) is the spectrum of a field k. Then we get:
5.18. Theorem. Let X be a variety over k, and let i ∈ N0 be a natural number.
(i) For each prime number l ∈ N, and for two infinite natural numbers d1 and d2, we have canonical
isomorphisms
im
[
Hic(X¯,
∗Z/ld1+d2)→ Hic(X¯,
∗Z/ld1)
]
⊗∗Z Zl
∼
−→ Hic(X¯,Zl) and
im
[
Hic(X¯,
∗Z/ld1+d2)→ Hic(X¯,
∗Z/ld1)
]
⊗∗Z Ql
∼
−→ Hic(X¯,Ql).
(ii) If X is smooth and projective, then for almost all prime numbers l ∈ N, we have canonical
isomorphisms
Hi(X¯, ∗Z/lh)⊗∗Z Zl
∼
−→ Hi(X¯,Zl) and
Hi(X¯, ∗Z/lh)⊗∗Z Ql
∼
−→ Hi(X¯,Ql).
Proof. Let ks be a separable closure of k, let f : X¯ → Spec (ks) be the structure morphism of X¯ = X⊗kks,
and let F be the l-adic sheaf (Z/ln+1)n on X¯ . Because of the finiteness theorem for l-adic sheaves ([FK88,
12.15]), the system G := (Rif!Fn)n = (H
i
c(X¯,Z/l
n+1)n is then an AR-l-adic sheaf on Spec (k). But a
constructible sheaf on Spec (k) is just a finite abelian group with an action of the absolute Galois group
Gk, so (i) follows from 5.16(ii).
To prove (ii), because of (i) and 5.17(ii) it suffices to show that G is not only an AR-l-adic sheaf, but
an l-adic sheaf. For that we use Gabber’s already cited result from [Gab83] that for almost all primes l,
the l-adic cohomology of a smooth projective variety has no torsion. Let l be one of those l for which
Hi+1(X¯,Zl) is torsion free. We claim that in this case G is an l-adic sheaf. We only have to show that
for all n ∈ N+, we have H
i(X¯,Z/ln+1)/ln ∼= Hi(X¯,Z/ln), because the other conditions from 5.1(iv) are
trivially satisfied. So let n ∈ N+ be a positive natural number. As in [Mil80, V.1.11], we have for all
m ∈ N+ the following short exact sequence of finite abelian groups:
0 −→ Hi(X¯,Zl)/l
m −→ Hi(X¯,Z/lm) −→ Hi+1(X¯,Zl)lm −→ 0,
but by hypothesis there is no lm-torsion in Hi+1(X¯,Zl), so we get an isomorphism H
i(X¯,Zl)/l
m ∼=
Hi(X¯,Z/lm) for all m ∈ N+. But then
Hi(X¯,Z/ln+1)/ln ∼=
[
Hi(X¯,Zl)/l
n+1
]
/ln ∼= Hi(X¯,Zl)/l
n ∼= Hi(X¯,Z/ln).
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This completes the proof of the theorem. q.e.d.
Appendix A. Enlargements of superstructures and categories
In this chapter we want to recall and summarize the most important definitions from the theory of
enlargements of superstructures and categories. For details we refer to [LW00], [LR94] and [BS].
For a set M , let P(M) denote the power set of M , i.e. the set of all subsets of M .
A.1. Definition. (Superstructure)
Let S be an infinite set whose elements are no sets. Such a set we call a base set, and its elements we
call base elements. We define Sˆ, the superstructure over S, as follows:
Sˆ :=
∞⋃
n=0
Sn where S0 := S and ∀n ≥ 1 : Sn := Sn−1 ∪ P(Sn−1).
In the superstructure Sˆ to a base set S, we will find most of the mathematical objects of interest
related to S: First of all, for sets M,N ∈ Sˆ, the product set M × N is again an element of Sˆ when we
identify an ordered pair 〈a, b〉 for a ∈M , b ∈ N with the set {a, {a, b}}, and for sets M1, . . . ,Mn ∈ Sˆ, the
product set M1 × . . .×Mn := (M1 × . . .×Mn−1)×Mn is an element of Sˆ. Therefore, relations between
two sets M,N ∈ Sˆ and in particular functions from M to N are again elements of Sˆ.
For example, if S contains the set of real numbers R, then Sˆ will contain the sets Rn for n ∈ N+ as
well as functions between subsets of Rn and Rm, the set of continuous functions between such sets or the
set of differentiable functions and so on.
A.2. Definition. A small category C is called Sˆ–small if the set MorC :=
⊔
X,Y ∈Ob(C)MorC(X,Y ) is an
Element in Sˆ.
A.3. Definition. (Enlargement)
Let ∗ : Sˆ → Wˆ be a map between superstructures. For τ ∈ Sˆ we denote the image of τ under ∗ by ∗τ ,
and for a formula ϕ in Sˆ, we define ∗ϕ to be the formula in Wˆ that we get when we replace any constant
τ occurring in ϕ by ∗τ .
We call ∗ an enlargement if the following conditions hold:
(i) ∗S =W . (Because of this property, we will often write ∗ : Sˆ → ∗̂S.)
(ii) (transfer principle)
If ϕ is a statement in Sˆ, then ϕ is true iff ∗ϕ is true. (A statement in a superstructure is a
statement build from terms — using only elements of the superstructure as constants — and
the usual logical connectives, with universal and existential quantification over sets which are
elements of the superstructure.)
(iii) (saturation principle)
Put I :=
⋃
A∈Sˆ\S
∗A ⊆ Wˆ , let I be a nonempty set whose cardinality is not bigger than that
of Sˆ, and let {Ui}i∈I be a family of nonempty sets Ui ∈ I with the property that for all finite
subsets J ⊆ I, the intersection
⋂
j∈J Uj is nonempty. Then
⋂
i∈I Ui 6= ∅.
If ∗ is an enlargement, we call the elements of I the internal elements of Wˆ .
A.4. Theorem. For any base set S, there exists an enlargement ∗ : Sˆ → ∗̂S.
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A.5. Proposition/ Definition. (Enlargements of categories and functors, compare [BS, ??] and [BS,
??])
Let ∗ : Sˆ → ∗̂S be an enlargement, and let C be an Sˆ-small category. Then the enlargement ∗MorC of
the set of morphisms in C is the set of morphisms of an ∗̂S-small category ∗C in a natural way, and we
call ∗C the enlargement of C.
If D is another Sˆ-small category, and if F : C → D is a functor, then the enlargement ∗F of F (where we
consider F as a map from MorC to MorD) is a functor from
∗C to ∗D which we call the enlargement of F .
A.6. Proposition/ Definition. Let Sˆ be a superstructure. An additive, abelian or triangulated category
is called Sˆ-small if the underlying category is Sˆ-small; an (additive, abelian, triangulated,...) fibration
C → D is called Sˆ-small if C and D are Sˆ-small.
If ∗ : Sˆ → ∗̂S be an enlargement, then the enlargement of an Sˆ-small additive, abelian or triangulated
category is an ∗̂S-small additive, abelian respectively triangulated category, the enlargement of an Sˆ-small
(additive, abelian, triangulated,...) fibration is an Ŝ-small (additive, abelian, triangulated,...) fibration,
and the enlargement of an additive, left exact, right exact or exact functor is again additive, left exact,
right exact respectively exact.
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